In particular, therefore, a ©-simple semigroup with an identity is necessarily regular. A regular simple semigroup is not necessarily ©-simple (see §2).
A recent result of R. H. Bruck [3, II, Theorem 8.3, p. 48] shows that any semigroup S can be embedded in a simple semigroup T, say, with identity. I show below that the simple semigroup T constructed by Bruck is ©-simple if and only if S both has an identity and is D-simple. The main result of this paper is the following theorem: any semigroup can be enbedded in a (necessarily regular) 'Si-simple semigroup with an identity. As a preliminary to the proof of this theorem we obtain ( §3) a characterization of the ©-classes of the semigroup of all mappings of a set into itself.
2. The construction of R. H. Bruck. Let 5 be a semigroup. If 5 has an identity element e, say, write S = S1. If 5 has no identity element then, by the adjunction of a single element e, say, to S, we can embed 5 in a semigroup 51 with identity. In either case S1 is a semigroup with e as identity. Let N denote the set of non-negative integers. Let T be the set product NXS1X.N and define a product in T by the rule: Then Bruck shows that with this product P becomes a simple semigroup, with (0, e, 0) as its identity, in which 5 is embedded.
We now prove the result claimed in the introduction: T is 'Si-simple if and only if S has an identity and is "Si-simple.
Firstly suppose that 5 has an identity and is ©-simple so that S1 is 5D-simple. Let (m, s, n) and (m', s', ra') be any two elements of P. Since S1 is SD-simple there exists s" in Sl such that s£s"&.s'. Hence, since 5l has an identity, there exist x, y, u, v in S1 such that xs -s", ys" = s, s"u = s' and s'v = s". Then it may be verified that (m', x, m)(m, s, n) -(m', s", ra) and (m, y, m')(m!, s", n) = (m, s, n) so that (m, s, n)£(m', s", ra). Similarly we have that (m', s", n)(n, u, ra') = (m!, s', ra') and (m', s', n')(n', v, ra) = (m', s", ra) so that (m', s", n)(R(m', s', ra'). Thus (m, s, n)£(m', s", n)(R(m', s', ra') and so (m, s, ra)2D(ra', s', ra'); and this proves that T is 3D-simple.
Conversely suppose that T is SD-simple. For any s, s' in S1 it follows, in particular, that (0, s, 0)2D(0, s', 0). Thus there exists an element (m, s", n)
in P such that (0, 5, Q)£(m, s", ra) 81(0, 5', 0). We will show that this implies that s£s" Ms'.
Since (0, s, 0)£(m, s", ra) there exist (p, x, q) and (p\ y, q') in T such that (p, x, q)(0, s, 0) = (m, s"; ra) and (p', y, q')(m, s", n) = (0, 5, 0). Thus
and
The second equation implies that ra = 0 and it then follows from the first equation that q = 0. Hence/(g; x, s)=xs and so from the first equation we have xs = s". Again the second equation gives [q' -m]=0 and [m -q'] = 0 and these together imply that q' = m. Hence f(q' -m;y, s") =ys" and we have ys" = s. Thus xs = s" and ys" = s i.e. s£s". By a similar argument we deduce that also s"(Rs'. Hence we have sS)s'; and this shows that S1 is SD-simple.
It now follows that S=S1. For if S^S1 then the identity element e of S1 is not SD-equivalent to any element of S and so S1 could not be SD-simple. This completes the proof of our assertion.
Let S be regular but not 3D-simple. Then T is regular. For let (m, a, ra) E T. The regularity of 5 implies that S1 is regular and hence there exists an x in S1 such that axa = a. Then (m, a, n)(n, x, m)(m, a, ra) = (m, a, ra) which shows that P is regular. Thus T is a simple regular semigroup which is not 3D-simple:
which proves an assertion made earlier.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We easily verify, since by assumption 5 contains an identity element, that the mapping s-^p, embeds 5 isomorphically into 2 and that the identity element of 5 is mapped onto the identity element of 2. Now, for each 5 in 5, | Ap, | ^ | B | = | A \, and hence | Ape | = | A |. Hence, by Theorem 1, all the elements p. of 2 belong to the same 2D-class in 2. Thus for each pair of elements s, t in 5 we may select a set of four elements a, P, £, t\ in 2 such that p,a = l-pt, p,aP = p, and n^pt=Pf For each pair of elements s, I in 5 select a definite set of four such elements and let P denote the set of all such elements so selected. Let 5(1) be the subsemigroup of 2 generated by PKJ{pa: sES}. Then, regarding 5 as identified with its image in 5(1) under the mapping s->p" we have embedded 5 in a semigroup 5(1) with the properties we required, and the first stage of the construction is completed. Now construct 5(2) from 5(1) in exactly the same way as 5(1) was constructed from 5. Similarly we construct 5(ra + l) from S(n) for any integer n^l. Let P=U"".15(ra).
Then T contains an identity element, viz. the common identity of all the Sin). Further for any a, b in T there exists an integer n such that a, bES(n) and then there necessarily exist s, t, u, v in 5(w + l), and hence in T, such that as = ub, ast = a and vub -b. Thus, in view of a remark made earlier, T is ©-simple and we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem
2. Any semigroup can be embedded in a (necessarily regular) Si-simple semigroup with identity.
We note finally that our construction is such that if 5 is infinite then \T\ =\S\ and that if 5 is finite then T is at most countably infinite.
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